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Dear Parents / Carers  

 

Exam Access Arrangements 

 

The purpose of an exam access arrangement is to ensure barriers to assessment are removed 

for disabled candidates preventing them from being placed at a substantial disadvantage. The 

school must be satisfied that the candidate has an impairment which has a substantial and 

long-term adverse effect, giving rise to persistent and significant difficulties and there is 

genuine need for the arrangements. 

 

Access arrangements should always be processed at the start of the course. 

Candidates/pupils will then know what is available and have access arrangements in place for 

examinations and controlled assessments. Arrangements must be approved before an 

examination or assessment and must reflect the support given to the candidate in the school. 

This is commonly referred to as the normal way of working. The school must show a history 

of support and provision. The arrangement is not suddenly being granted to the candidate at 

the time of their examination. 

 

The school will work to ensure that approved access arrangements are in place for school 

internal examinations, mock examinations, and assessments where the candidate can 

practise using the suggested access arrangements.  

 

If a candidate has never made use of the arrangements granted to them eg 25% extra time or 

supervised rest breaks then it is not their normal way of working. The arrangement shall not 

be awarded for examinations and can be removed. The centre/school will monitor the use of 

the arrangement in internal school tests and mock examinations.  

 

Supervised Rest Breaks 

For supervised rest breaks, written evidence is required confirming the need and to establish 

the candidate’s difficulties and that supervised rest breaks are their normal way of working. A 

decision will be made by the SENDCO regarding the number of breaks and duration. The pupil 

will not be able to work or view the question paper or their answers during this time. The exam 

time will restart at the end of each break.  
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25% Extra Time  

25% extra time must not be confused with rest breaks. For learning difficulties, core evidence 

is required: 

 

• An education health care plan relating to secondary education which confirms the 

candidate’s disability 

• An assessment carried out no earlier than the start of Year 9 by a specialist assessor 

confirming a learning difficulty relating to secondary education. 

  

So as not to give an unfair advantage, the specialist assessor’s report must confirm that the 

candidate has at least two below average standardised scores of 84 or less which relates to 

an assessment of  

 

• speed of reading; or 

• speed of reading comprehension; or 

• speed of writing; or 

• cognitive processing measures which have a substantial and long-term adverse effect 

on speed of working. 

 

Where a candidate has social, mental, and emotional needs, supervised rest breaks will 

always be considered first before applying for extra time since they may be more appropriate 

for the condition. Where a candidate has social, mental, and emotional needs or medical 

needs which have a substantial and long-term adverse effect on their speed of processing, 

appropriate evidence is needed. See below: 

 

• The SENDCO must confirm the candidate has persistent and significant difficulties 

when assessing and processing information and is disabled within the meaning of the 

Equality Act 

• Include evidence of current difficulties and how they impact on teaching and learning 

in the classroom 

• Show involvement for teachers determining 25%extra time needed 

• Confirm that 25% extra time is the normal way of working. 

 

Word Processing 

Centres are allowed to provide a word processor with the spelling and grammar check facility 

switched off to a candidate where it is their normal way of working within the centre and is 

appropriate to their needs eg 

 

• a learning difficulty which has substantial and long-term adverse effect on their ability 

to write legibly 

• a medical condition 

• a physical disability  

• a sensory impairment 

• planning and organisational problems when handwriting 

• poor handwriting. 
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Please note there are alternative arrangements if a candidate has below average free writing 

speed when handwriting and qualifies for 25% extra time but uses a word processor as a 

normal way of working. Where a student uses a word processor in lessons and produces work 

effectively and at a speed equivalent to average handwriting, then the candidate is considered 

to have no further learning difficulty and the candidate is awarded the use of a word processor 

as it removes the barrier presented by slow handwriting. 

 

External evidence for all access arrangements will be required and can be in the following 

forms: 

 

• A letter from EWHMs, a hospital consultant, a psychiatrist 

• A letter for the Local Authority Specialist service, Local Authority Sensory Impairment 

service or occupational health 

• a letter from a Speech and Language Therapist 

• An Educational Health Care Plan which confirms candidate’s' disability. 

 

All requests need to be made no later than the first half of the Autumn Term in either 

Year 10 or Year 12. Late requests may not be considered unless there are extreme 

circumstances. If access arrangements are approved these will be reviewed at the start of 

each new academic year. If there is no further need and no evidence that they have been 

used as normal way of practice, then arrangements will stop.  

 

If you feel that your child requires access arrangements, please contact either Mrs Dell 

(SENDCO) or the Learning Manager to discuss the matter further. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Mrs C Dell 

SENDCO 

 

 

 

 

 

 


